MASTER OF SCIENCE PART II (IV SEMESTER) EXAMINATION 2017

---------------

GEOLOGY

---------------

The undermentioned candidate of Part II (IV Semester) who appeared at the I/III Semester Examination of M.Sc. in Geology held in November/December, 2017, is declared to have passed the Examination for the Degree of M.Sc. in Geology:-

--

Roll No. Name of Candidate Marks Obtained Division (Out of 2400)

EX-STUDENTS
HANSRAJ COLLEGE

20188 SARVESH KUMAR 1407 II
SHRICHAND

The result of the remaining candidate is shown as under:-

--

Roll No. Name of Candidate Result

EX-STUDENTS
HANSRAJ COLLEGE

20178 KSHETRIMAYUM THOITHOI SINGH Sem.-I-Absent
KSHETRIMAYUM SOVA SINGH

40177 ARIF AYOUB Sem.-I-ER-102,104
MOHD AYOUB

JOINT REGISTRAR (EXAMINATIONS)

(DR. SATISH KUMAR)

OST.D.- EXAMINATIONS

Delhi, the 30th January, 2018.

DISCLAIMER:-

The result displayed is subject to correction, if any discrepancy is noticed.